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I'm trying to create an animated logo with shapes which the shapes are created with text and dynamic text. I do not understand why when I move the text, the shape changes as well. i want to create a similar logo to this one But with my code, the result is not the same. Thank you for your help! A: I think you are using the wrong program, if you are interested in doing this kind of stuff I'd suggest you to
use the app "mozdrawing", but it's only for firefox, maybe you can find something else there. In order to create a logo like this, you would need to create the shapes first, the shapes could be anything you want, for example a circle or a square, and then you would place the texts, then you can just add a stroke and a fill and thats all. This is what you can do if you want to make that "cauliflower" symbol:
This is just the first shape. and you can just repeat it infinitely. PS: The thing about text and shapes is that it's not easy to do a perfect animation, so the result might not be as you expect. PS2: To change the text after I created it, I would do it like this: If you really want to do this animation I would say that you have two ways: Do it without using text Do it with text The latter is way harder than the
former, but it might be the easier one if you don't know that much about it. What you would do here is to insert a dynamic text with a size (with a text box with a width and a height of your text). The text would have to be set to be static. I'd like to say something about text boxes: When you set a textbox (that's what it looks like) to be static, it can be positioned anywhere, but if you want to position it in
a fixed area, then you have to use a parent container and then set that parent to be static. Ok, for the first point: You would create a circle or some other shape, and then create the text box as I 82157476af
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